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Abstract — In the context of the valorization of Tunisian
patrimony, we propose an approach to represent semantic properties
on contents: heterogeneous information (multimedia) concerning
patrimony objects. We develop indexing and information retrieval
(IR) processes based on noun phrase (NP) and its semantic
representation. These processes use natural language processing
(NLP) to take into account the NPs structure organization. In view of
this study, the ontology has been proposed to capitalize the concept
of knowledge as NP and its semantic relations.
Index Terms — Automatic indexing, Information retrieval (IR),
noun phrase (NP), natural language processing (NLP), semantic
relations, morphosyntactic parser, NooJ Platform, ontology.
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INTRODUCTION

ith Internet infrastructures and information networks,
new approaches on information retrieval (IR) are developed.
The goal of IR process is to find relevant information in
document collections.
IR differs in approaches by: the formulation of the request, the
indexing process, the choice of terms in the user query and the
matching between the query and the terms of indexed
documents.
By the industry of digitizing, document can be represented in
several formats: text, image, video or audio, either separately
or mixed (multimedia). Particularly, multimedia documents
are omnipresent for public access in order to disseminate
information and share ideas, knowledge and expertise.
To facilitate analysis among the various formats of documents
(multimedia), we have unified the processing throughout text
content representations related to source of documents [7]: the
aim is to extract, from text content, the concepts and their
informative properties.
In the research context of Sidhom (2002) [7], the concept
identified for indexing, for IR and for knowledge organization
was the NP (noun phrase or noun syntagma) and its semantic
properties in the speech discourses: from writing production to
knowledge management (KM).
In the context of our study, the use of properties and semantic
relations on NP structures is important: NP refers to "the
minimal unit of speech that allows naming a person, an object,
an idea, etc." [11].

This process concerns the patrimony objects: paintings,
textiles, manuscripts, ceramics, glass, mosaics, etc. It is about
valuing the patrimony objects through textual information
associated with the views of patrimony experts, historians,
restorers of patrimony objects, etc. Thus, textual information
on the patrimony object can initiate processes such as
indexing, RI, annotation, informational filtering, etc.
In this paper, our problem as defined is: ―How to represent the
NPs and its semantic properties in the indexing and IR
processes to enhance patrimony objects?‖.
This problem includes the following challenges:
- How to index the patrimony objects?
- How to valorize the NP properties in a search problem to
improve relevant information?
This article is built as follows: In Section 2, we present and
discuss related works, with the proposition of a morphosyntactic parser on NooJ platform [9] in Section 3. In Section
4, we present the NP semantic relations to formalize the IR
process. Finally, we propose the ontology based on natural
properties and semantic relations of the NP to associate as
knowledge management (KM) process.
II. RELATED WORKS
Several research studies have tried to extract the NP to
represent the content of a document. This complex
representation, as NP structure, is different from single words
representation (mono-term or terms linked with artificial
relations). NP takes into account a set of words from their
production contexts (the language). We mention a set of
research works, as:
˗ LE and CHEVALLET [1] used a hybrid method that mixes
associations between pairs of terms extracted from a statistical
approach with semantic relations from a linguistic approach.
The NP extraction is done using syntactic patterns which are
rules, in order to concatenate grammatical categories to build
NP structure. In this case, NPs are organized into syntactic
dependency networks (head and expansion/modifier) by
adding the statistical and semantic associations. LE combines
different information sources to get a general overview of the
NP and its context. The approach combines statistical
information based on frequency measurements and syntactic
information on the NP structures in dependency networks. The

semantic information is through the study of relations:
synonymy, hyperonymy and causality.
˗ HADDAD [2] proposed a hybrid approach to use the noun
phrase in IR process. He used a morpho-syntactic parser
integrated in the IOTA system [13]. NPs are represented with
dependency networks in the format (head and
expansion/modifier). NPs and terms are represented in vectors
with their respective weights calculated using a statistical
ponderation (i.e. tf-idf). The weight of an index term is
calculated by multiplying the statistical weight with
syntactical weight. The syntactical weight of NP is determined
by the sum of the syntactical element weights that compose it:
1 if
is a substantive
=
0 if
is a stop word
0.5 for other categories
is the empirical value of the syntactic element

III. MORPHO-SYNTACTIC PARSER
Morpho-syntactic analysis (for French language) is a
fundamental step which enables the textual analysis of
contents, or representations associated to documents, in order
to generate the syntactic trees.
After this step, a set of syntactic structures are extracted to
supply in concepts the indexing and information retrieval
processes.
In the aim of our research, we chose a linguistic approach to
analyze text representations in a multimedia corpus of
patrimony objects. The principle is to extract NPs and their
semantic relations from syntactic trees to index the patrimony
objects.
The NP processing chain is illustrated in the following figure
(cf. Fig. 1).

HADDAD experiments had been under the vector model. He
did not taking into consideration the characteristics and
dependency relations between NPs.
˗ KURAMOTO [3] proposed an indexing [4] and IR models
with NP structures proposed by users. His study showed the
relevance of NP properties and its semantic identified by user,
such as defined by the research team SYDO (Research group
on ―SYstème DOcumentaire‖ in Lyon, France): NP is a
descriptor of the document [5, 6]. The NP recognition model
has been tested on a Portuguese corpus. NPs are stored in
stacks linked by pointers. The query can be a set of words or a
NPs. The IR process looks for NPs at first level and browses
the NP stack to display the maximal NPs with its lower levels.
The IR process proposed by KURAMOTO has a query
formulation restriction: it has an impact on the relevant
answers.
˗ SIDHOM [7] presented a morpho-syntactic analysis platform
for automatic indexing and information retrieval. His approach
was based on the NP formalization and the extraction of NPs
using NLP formalism: C’ATN (Cascaded ATN: Augmented
Transition Networks). The semantic properties of NPs are
used to index document and to IR processes applied to INA
(―Institut National de l’Audiovisuel‖ in Paris) multimedia
resources. His practical proposal in research reflections was to
build a knowledge management (KM) system with the NP
concepts and its semantic properties (class relation: NPN,
fitting relation: NPmax  NP1  …, and arborescence
relation: NPg  NP  NPd) with appropriate tools: NLP
analysis, morpho-syntactic tree parsing, indexing using NP
filtering, IR and KM based on NP concepts.
In the expectations of this work, the conceptualization of NP
and its semantic properties can refer us to design ontology for
indexing contents and information retrieval.
In follows, we present our research work on the
implementation of NPs and its properties [7], to build our
parser with a new approach.

Figure 1: NP processing to index patrimony objects.
In a previous work [8], we built a corpus of Tunisian
patrimony images. Documents are composed of bibliographic
notes and users annotations to describe each patrimony object.
In a first work, the manipulated concepts were mono-terms
obtained by filtering words after removing stop words in text
representation.
As an improvement of this work, we had introduced the NP
analysis and its semantic properties in a knowledge database
(cf. Fig.1).
A. PRETREATMENTS
To analyze textual data that represents each multimedia
document, a pretreatment phase is needed to prepare the
sentence analysis. This stage involves removing punctuation
marks and substitute hyphens and elided forms in the original
form in the text.
- Punctuation :
Strong punctuations (full stop, question mark, exclamation
mark and the semi-colon) allow us to cut the original text into
sentences. The full stop is considered an ambiguous
punctuation. In some cases, it is used in abbreviations, float
numbers, email addresses, website addresses and an end of
sentence marker. This process was necessary to mark the

abbreviations in the text and allow the cutting of the original
text into sentences.
Some sentences are too long for automatic analysis. To
segment sentences into short sentences, we used some weak
punctuation to extract sub-sentences nested in the main. After
removal of strong punctuation, we process to all sentences.
Also, we extract sentences in brackets, taking into account
different levels of possible nesting. When the text is clean of
any punctuation mark, we continue process to remove comma
and colon, since they are considered as weak punctuation and
not useful into sentence analysis.
- Contracted forms:
The contracted forms are composed by a preposition and a
determiner. These forms are substituted into the text using a
set of rules. For example, the contracted form in French "au"
is replaced in the text by "à + le".
- Elided forms:
There are two types of elided forms:
 Unambiguous elided forms: they are replaced by
applying a set of rules. For example in French: "d’"
and "m’" are replaced by "de" and "me" in the
original text.
 Ambiguous elided forms: "l’" form is ambiguous
because it replaces the article "le" or "la" depending
on the context. This form is processed by the parser.
- Hyphens :
Some hyphens are deleted according to their contexts. For
example, the forms in French "-je" and "-il" are replaced with
"je" and "il".

represented by syntax trees. Parsing is based on a set of syntax
rules that builds the formal grammar.
NooJ creates a set of grammars (in finite automata) and uses
hierarchical graphs. The root graph called the grammar that
refers to its components as subgraphs. These grammars use the
transducer formalism to analyze the text of document
collections.
To allow this process, we had created a formal grammar based
on NP descriptions (cf. Figs. 2 and 3) and a set of cascaded
graphs. Knowing that, NooJ grammars are defined as type-2
grammar (or regular grammar) according to the Chomsky
classification for formal grammars.
To construct the grammar of NP descriptions we used a set of
formal rules proposed by Sahbi SIDHOM [7]. These rules
were requested to construct all NP graphs and to define NP
grammar in NooJ linguistic environment.

Figure 2: Simple NP graph in NooJ.

B. MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
Morphological analysis is used to segment the sentences from
the pretreatment step in words. Each word is considered
isolated through the inflection (gender, number,
conjugation...), derivation and composition analysis. These
analysis processes allows to classify each processed word by
assigning a lexical nature. The analysis is done by matching
the word extracted from a sentence and the dictionary database
in order to recognize and classify it (lexically).
In this analysis phase, we use NooJ linguistic platform as
processing environment [9]. It was created by Max Silberztein
in 2005 at the Franche-Comté University (France).
NooJ can treat different forms of a word using a set of
dictionaries: simple words (_delaf.nod), compound words:
words formed by joining two or more simple words
(_delacfn.nod) and proper names (_Prenoms.nod)…
Morphological analysis prepares the next stage about the
morpho-syntactic parsing.
C. MORPHO-SYNTACTIC PARSING
Morpho-syntactic parsing allows identifying the syntactic
structure of a given text and explaining the dependent relations
between words that compose it. These dependencies are

Figure 3: Complex NP graph in NooJ.
The NP definition is "the minimum unit of speech that allows
referring to an object, a person, an idea, etc." [11]. Each NP
has a head which is a noun.
The grammar covers the possible combinations to build NP
structures. Knowing that NP can be:
Simple NP (or SN), like :
Complex NP, like:
|
|
| etc.
With:
One or more prepositional expansions
.
One or more prepositional phrases
.
In Example, some formal rules implemented in NooJ:
Description of graphs in NooJ
simple noun phrase : N’’=SN
Rules
Examples
une + mosaïque
une + belle + mosaïque
une + belle + mosaïque +

NOM-PRP
NOM-PRP
NOM-PRP

colorée
Hannibal
le + guerrier + Hannibal
le + grand + guerrier +
Hannibal

With:
Symbols
N =SN
D
N
A
NOM-PRP
N

Descriptions
noun phrase
detreminer
noun
adjectival group
proper noun
preposition

In follows, we explain different semantic relations in NP using
morpho-syntactic parsing and how to direct them in indexing
and IR processes.
A. NP SEMANTIC PROPERTIES
- Class relation :
The head of the NP (N) is always represented by a noun. It is
used to identify the parts of speech built around the noun: it
represents a class of objects having the same feature N (cf.
Fig. 4). The class relation is represented by:
.

The morpho-syntactic analysis results are a set of syntactic
trees. Trees are treated in order to filter NPs with their
semantic properties and store them in the knowledge database.
I.

SEMANTIC MODELING: NP ontology proposed

Morpho-syntactic parsing should filter the NP structures and
construct relations between its components [12]. NooJ
platform produces data that contains the NPs and locations in
the parsed text, annotated with the grammatical categories of
each word.
In related works, several researchers used formal ontologies to
represent, organize and access to the domain concepts:
˗ ANDREASEN et al. [14, 15] proposed a new approach that
uses "generative ontologies" [16] (SIABO project) for
mapping the NPs extracted from documents and queries. NPs
are transformed into nodes in the generative ontology. Their
approach can measure distances between key concepts in
texts.
˗ ZHENG et al. [17] use NPs and semantic relations for text
document clustering. The WordNet ontology has been used to
improve clustering results.
˗ BANEYX and CHARLET [18] proposed a methodology
allows to build an ontology based on texts using a natural
language processing (NLP) tools. Their method uses lexicosyntactic patterns to identify semantic relations (hyperonymy,
synonymy…) between candidate terms (NP composed by a
head and an expansion).
˗ LASSEN and VESTSKOV TERNEY [19] proposed a
method to analyze semantic relations between noun phrases
that have a preposition relations using a training corpus
annotated. NPs are used to construct an ontology-based
hierarchical subsumption. The aim of their study is to show
relations between NPs heads in the ontology by studying the
relations of prepositions.
Our goal is this study is filter NP from document as descriptor
and its semantic properties to supply the indexing and IR
processes. Rightly, the NP has a natural organization and
semantic richness through its own relations like fitting and
arborescence relations in the morpho-syntactic parsing [7].

Figure 4: Class relation (

).

- Fitting relation :
The NP has fitting relations, where NP can be embedded other
NPs (cf. Fig. 5). The fitting relation is represented by:

Figure 5: Fitting relation (

).

- Arborescence relation:
The arborescence relation is marked by a semantic upsetting in
the maximal NP and the result is a double fitting relation (cf.
Fig. 6). The arborescence relation is represented by:

Figure 6: Arborescence relation (

).

B. INDEXING PROCESS
The indexing process consists of creating a formal
representation to allow quick access to the information. In this
step, we used the NP concepts and properties to create the
index database (formal concepts) and the knowledge database
that will be used in the IR process.

advantage of better representation of semantic relations: less
information to store.

We illustrate our indexing process with an example:
- Example :
Sentence= « La belle mosaïque d’Hannibal au musée de
Carthage ».
i) Sentence analysis :
ii) Sentence in NP representation:

i-007

mosaïque

La belle
mosaïque
d’Hannibal

i-007

mosaïque

Hannibal

i-007

Hannibal

-

i-007

musée

Carthage

i-007

Carthage

-

-

La belle
mosaïque
d’Hannibal au
musée de
Carthage
La belle
mosaïque
d’Hannibal
Hannibal

le
musée de
Carthage

-

-

le musée de
Carthage
Carthage

-

iii) NP as formal representation [7]:
It is a linear representation of the NP and its semantic
properties. An arborescence relation is a pair of linear
relations: more information to be stored in this representation.

-

-

-

-

iv) New representation of NP:
We propose an arborescent representation of NP and its
semantic properties as new approach. Tree architecture has the

C. IR PROCESS
The IR process allows satisfying a user in informational needs
by providing results (semantically) near its request. Knowing
that the request maybe a word, a sentence or a text
representation (of needs). Queries are analyzed as text content,
to extract NPs and their semantic relations. In matching
process, the NPs in query are compared with stored in the KM
database.
The following algorithm describes the matching between a
query (Q) and the collection of documents (D):
Algorithm : IR (Q, D)
Begin
Read (Q);
Parse (Q);
IF ( NP (Q) NP (D) ) Results  D’ D;
ELSE
IF (N (Q) N (D)) Results  D’ D;
ELSE
IF (Synonym (N (Q)) N (D))Results  D’
ELSE {Q’= Reformulate (Q);
IR (Q’, D);
}
END

D;

Transition from NP representation into O(NP) ontology:
The objective of building ontology is to model knowledge in
our study field about the Tunisian patrimony object. Certainly,
NP semantic relations have improved relevance in concepts
indexing and IR processing. These relations can be inherit into
the paradigm of ontology, to enhance the knowledge domain.
This domain will be formally represented by concepts and

their relations. Thus, ontology formalizes concepts with
interpreted semantic relations (like the NP concepts and
properties).
In our work, the ontology is also thought to encapsulate
different tool types: morpho-syntactic parsing for the NP
extraction, indexing and to determine concepts, relations and
management throw the NPs. Thus, the conceptual
formalization of knowledge domain is represented by the
semantic richness of NP concepts, their semantic relations and
the new properties in language, as synonyms of N and NPs’
similarities. With this new representation, we can calculate the
semantic distance between concepts (N and NP) to classify the
IR responses in relevance order between concepts.
The properties in this ontological representation O(NP) are:
- SN[i] : or NP,
- N[i] : head of NP,
[i] et
[i] : semantic properties obtained by fitting
and arborescence relations,
- Syn(N[i] , SN[i]) : synonyms of the noun phrase head N[i]
and similar NPs to SN[i],
- U(N[i] , SN[i]) : N[i] and SN[i] (as Tags) added by users
(annotations).
Example: the noun phrase SN[i] = « une galerie »
- N[i] = «galerie»
- Syn(N[i])={corridor, couloir, loggia, péristyle, portique,
vestibule}
- Syn(SN[i])={une galerie d’art moderne, une
belle
exposition dans une galerie d’art...}
- U(N[i])= {exposition}
- U(SN[i])={un musée, musée d’art moderne }
Each ontology O(NP) is represented as a black box which
includes the NP, its semantic relations and its new properties
(cf. Fig. 8):

Figure 9: Relations between the ontology concepts.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present an approach that allows using the
semantic properties of the NP concept into automatic analysis
applied on patrimony object representations (multimedia
documents).
In a first step, we built a morpho-syntactic parser using the
NooJ linguistic platform. The analytical results have brought,
primarily, the indexing process to store the NP concepts and
its semantic relations and, secondly, the IR process for
research relevant information. This structure has, in part, to
observe the reuse of the NP properties in the formalization of
the ontology. In perspective, this formalization will be studied
in IR System in order to measure the user satisfaction degree
and his information needs.
About Tunisian patrimony domain, the ontology’s
formalization can give a new exploitation and experimentation
on: - user dimension in the indexing process and - storing
information needs and responses in the IR System to reuse
stored results.
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